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By Professor of English John Burt

Princeton University Press, United States, 2014. Paperback.
Book Condition: New. 229 x 150 mm. Language: English . Brand
New Book. For the sake of contraption (like Frost) and of
character (like Robinson), John Burt will do a great deal, and
his scope and scansion require a great deal, for his theme is
nothing less than the reinvention of heroism (King Mark, Mary
of Nazareth, St. Francis, Paolo and Francesca, Ariadne) and
the invention of a new heroics (Woodrow Wilson, Willard
Gibbs). As attentive to ekphrasis as to the sonnet s narrow
room, Burt feels what he knows, and he knows that we can
learn from the past only by repeating it. A grand achievement!
--Richard Howard. Almost all these poems are narrative, telling
stories that turn on some small but crucial shift of sensibility.
One hears in them a speaking rather than a singing voice, a
voice which, for all its formality and gravity, remains oral and
sociable, a voice which tells things rather than spins charms.
Their predominant mood is lucid asperity, sometimes breaking
out into the angry Calvinism they always barely keep down,
sometimes striving to achieve a humane skepticism that
always just eludes them. The book consists...
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The ideal publication i possibly go through. I was able to comprehended every thing out of this published e publication.
I am delighted to explain how this is actually the finest pdf i have got read inside my personal existence and could be
he very best ebook for possibly.
-- Rober to Fr iesen-- Rober to Fr iesen

This written book is excellent. It typically is not going to price a lot of. I found out this book from my dad and i
encouraged this book to discover.
-- Da r r in Abbott-- Da r r in Abbott
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